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Castings from Maine

125 years are in the books, and we are ready for 125 more! A year filled with new additions
and great new guests also brought with it some loss. We said goodbye to the matriarch of our
family, my grandmother, Nana Elsie. Nana ran the camps for 17 years by herself after her
husband passed and carried the Libby
name with grace and class. There wasn’t
a dry eye in the house at the funeral when
Libby guides from past and present carried Nana’s wooden canoe up to the front
of the church to be placed by the casket.
It was a very touching moment. We also
said goodbye to one of our longest returning clients. Phil Bogdonoff started fishing
with us back in 1952 when Grampy Allie
and Nana Elsie were running things. Phil
joined us last fall for a deer hunt and
passed away this winter. May you both
rest in peace.
We would also like to welcome Scott Story to the pilot crew. Last year Scott, as many of
you know from guiding, started flying some gear runs, guide runs and scenic flights after he
successfully completed his commercial pilot training. After building hours, he is ready to hop
on board flying on our air carrier certificate. If we can just get the paperwork done and the
FAA to help expand our certificate, Scott will be flying guests this summer. Scott spends the
off-season flying people to the islands off the coast of Maine for Penobscot Island Air.
As we are writing this, it looks like it will be a pretty early spring. With lack of snow and
pretty warm temperatures throughout, it wasn’t much of a winter. We are used to some of the
best snow conditions for snowmobiling in the entire country, so this year was a little bit of a
disappointment. However, the riding stayed good throughout our season and there weren’t
many complaints. The snow is going fast and it looks like the ice won’t be very far behind it.
Last year we recorded ice out on May 4th. There was one point we were wondering if the ice
would hold out until April this year. Recent cold temperatures have kept our hold on winter
and it looks as though ice out should be just a bit earlier than normal. This should make for
perfect late May hatches and some good river fishing! Get out there and go after them!
Matt J

The Winter that Wasn’t

Being located in Northern Maine and right in the “snow belt” just north of Mt. Katahdin,
we are never lacking for snow. At least, that is what I have always said. This year broke
about every record there was for warm weather and lack of snow. We haven’t been doing
the snowmobiling thing for very long, but we have spent a lot of winters up here, and I can
tell you, I have never seen anything like this past winter. Every time we would get some
snow, it seemed like there was rain coming right after, and in February and March, rain is
a four letter word. With all that said, the riding was still pretty good. While it was not what
we were used to, we were able to ride on a good solid base all winter. When people to the
south were raking their lawns in February, we were riding some great trails. It was great
to see so many familiar faces back again this year, and we were fortunate to meet some
great new sledders. Thanks to all for making the trek. We also did a lot of trail work this
past fall and through the winter. We are working with one landowner, who is cutting new
trails for us using their commercial equipment to avoid plowed roads. It is great to have
such a good working relationship with the owners of land that we recreate on. We will continue to make improvements throughout the summer, including a possible bridge project.
The good thing about such a bad winter, is that it can’t be as bad next year!
MJL
Trailmaster
Libby Pinnacle Sno Riders
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In early July we had a celebration of Libby
Camps’ 125 years in the family with a great turnout. We held events for
our guide olympics that were pretty comical to say the least; a few being canoe races and
casting competitions. Libby’s also held our first ever Seaplane Fly-In Lunch. It was a fun
day, and we plan to do it again this summer.
It’s always a fun time when the Libby family gets together! Lots of catching up with
each other, yummy food, laughter and kids running around everywhere. We did a family
canoe trip down Millinocket stream, boating down the lake to Fossil Island, bonfires and
swimming. This year was a special one. Nana Elsie made her last trip into camp to visit
while the family was there. She ate a great lunch and then enjoyed the afternoon watching
the children play. You could see the joy in her eyes just watching the young generation
enjoy camp.
We had the great pleasure and honor this season to hold two beautiful weddings at camp.
With marvelous weather, pleasant company, wonderful views and atmosphere and delicious food, the weddings went off without a hitch. I know people think I’m a little crazy,
but special events are some of my favorite things to do.
The new cabin “Grey Ghost” was “finished” on September 24th, and first guests moved
in September 25th. We do have a little work still left on this cabin, but for the most part
it’s almost finished. Grey Ghost is a luxury cabin with 3 bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, a loft,
living room, dining room, and kitchen. It’s our only cabin at Libby’s to have a full kitchen
and two bathrooms. This cabin is a great addition to our camp.
The children, what can I say….. they are growing! Kayla is now 8 years old, in second
grade, loves to swim and dance. Parker is 6 years old, in Kindergarten, loves to ride snowmobile and play basketball. Charley is 1 year old, in camp kitchen school, loves to eat,
smile and laugh.
I enjoyed trying many new recipes
in the kitchen this year, and hope to
find many more this season.
Although I do love my work at camp,
I also enjoy a day off once in a while.
This year in September, Kasey, Matt
Sr. and I took a day and climbed Mt.
Katahdin. We got up early, flew to
Millinocket and landed at Katahdin
Air Service. Jim let us borrow his
truck to get to the mountain, and
made the hike up and down. It was a
beautiful day for a hike. When we were almost to the top, Matt J flew over and circled us
a couple times while he was on his way to Bangor to get a guest. We thought it was pretty
cool he could find us on this huge mountain with thousands of people hiking! Flying home
that night, and flying over the part of the mountain we just climbed seemed unbelievable
and we felt a huge sense of accomplishment.
Hope to see all our friends this year, and make new ones.
Jess

Bear 2015

As usual the 2015 season started out
with high expectations. There was a banner crop of berries to start the season. In
spite of all the natural food sources available, our sites were very active. As usual
several locations were lost to cutting so
new spots had to be established. It wasn't
long before those were being visited. In
last year's article I put out an invitation
for anyone to join me during the preseason. So Dan R. came into camp for several days to help out. He wanted to learn
more about bear habits and habitat. It
didn't take long for him to fit in at the
Guide’s camp. Thanks, Dano, for all your
help. Bear sightings were very good during the first few days and seemed to slow
later in the week. As usual many smaller
bears were around, but the larger ones
were not showing during legal shooting
hours. Congratulations to our successful
hunters. For the guys that weren't so fortunate, don't give up. These "black ghosts" are the
most elusive of our big game species. Hope to see "you all" again this season.
Chuck Dionne

The Deer Herd

After the collapse of the deer herd in Northern
Maine in the winter of 2008, we were unsure if we
should continue with a deer hunt. The biologists
assured us that hunting would not negatively affect
the herd and may even help. Year after year since
that dreadful winter, we have seen the deer herd
increase and it looks as though this year will be no
exception. Last fall, the hunters all reported a lot of
deer moving through the area with a lot of young
healthy deer moving around the area. We have
even started seeing many sets of twin fawns
throughout the summer, a sure sign of healthy
does. With the “El Nino” winter we had this year,
the deer had it about as easy as they could possibly
have it. Very little snow throughout the winter kept
predators at bay and food readily available. Some
years where an easy winter is upcoming are not
favorable for the hunters. With an early winter, the
deer are usually “yarding up” early, making sign
easier to find. This year proved to be the exception
with deer sign found all over the place in the
woods. We feel that this is due to the more even balance of bucks to does. Just ask Scott
Baumann if you see him to tell you his story of his buck that was hot on the trail of a doe.
It is a story that only Scott can tell. The Cort brothers also witnessed some “desperate”
bucks in search of love. It is great to see these amazing animals making a comeback in our
harsh habitat.
MJ

Elsie Parker

Elsie Parker at 18,
freshly
out
of
Presque Isle High
School, followed her
sister, Velma, into the
North Woods of
Maine on a new job
venture, working at
Libby Camps. In
1936 there were not a
lot of jobs in the
Oxbow area for a
young girl. Velma
was head cook and
getting married to the
owner’s son, Charlie
Libby. Libby Camps
were
celebrating
their 46th year. When
she arrived that spring to help open up camp she found her maid’s cabin had been broken
into by a bear. She toughed it out. In 1938, Elsie married Allie Libby, Charlie’s brother and
head guide for Libby’s. They started with one of the largest sporting camps (50 camps in
3 counties) in the East and lost it due to a death in the family the same year.
In the fall of ’38 the seemingly unaffected young couple started over on the main land
with 3 cabins. In the mid-’40s they added a float plane to the lodge to save the 2 day canoe
trip up river. In 1946 they started having boys, 4 of them. They added 2 outpost camps on
Chandler Pond and on the Aroostook River and 3 more sleeping cabins at the lodge.
Juggling camp and kids in the wilderness became a way of life. In 1959 Allie had a heart
attack while at camp and Elsie had to fly him out to the hospital and leave the 4 boys in
camp. Sounded easy but she did not know how to fly. Allie died a few days later, leaving
Elsie, now 40 years old, with 4 young boys and nothing else except bills and a dream.
Council begged her to sell the camps and move to town where a secretarial job was waiting. She got down on her knees, prayed and decided it was God’s will that she tough it out.
A mild mannered, 90 pound woman in a man’s world did not seem like a good mix to most.
Elsie adapted and went on to build another outpost on Big Caribou Pond in 1961 and a
new main lodge in 1968. She remarried in 1969 to a forester, John Gibson, who literally
walked into her life in T.8 R.10. She added another sleeping cabin and running water
before selling to her son Matt
and wife Ellen in 1976. She
kept Chandler Pond Camp and
used it to take her string of
grandkids for their summer
vacations. She lost John to a
heart attack in 2003, but continued to tough it out. Her love of
her God and the woods
remained with her until the day
she died. Her first question to
her kids was always how is
camp or when are we going in?
Elsie, Nana, Sis, Aunt, Mom
has gone home – we miss her
terribly, but thank God for the
legacy she left behind.
MPL

Grouse and Dogs

From year to year one never knows.... will the birds be plentiful or maybe not. Many factors dictate this, harsh winter, wet spring etc. We have been fortunate because the last few
years the grouse have been very prevalent. Finding them is the key and with that we rely
on man’s best friend, the dog, and in my case his name is Willy, a very capable Brittany that
belongs to Matt and Jess. Take this year for instance. All reports were that the birds were
not showing up that well. They were not being seen on the roads and it had been a fairly
wet spring and now it was hatching time and the chicks just did not seem to be there. Now
moving on to late September and it’s still warm and the leaves are hanging on, so it looks
like it might be a tough year. Sure enough, all of this played out true the first couple weeks
for the local road riders but with a dog the outcome was very different and very successful.
The birds were there all along, they were just hiding out over the shoulder of the roads and
in the woods.
There are various methods in grouse hunting. You can be like what we refer to as the true
Mainer and drive around and shoot them off the road, you can walk the old roads, you can
hunt the apple orchards or you can do all the above using your trusted friend and companion
“your dog”. By far this gives you your best chance and, I must say, most fun experience. I
will not even get into which dogs are the best breed as that is a personal preference. What
I will tell you is that here at Libby camps the guides have the finest “woods” bird dogs you
can find anywhere, be they pointers or flushers.
Grouse react differently from year to year or even midway through the season.
Sometimes they are runners and sometimes they are holders. The runners can give the dog
and the hunter fits. That’s what took place early this season in some areas. Why do they run
or flush at the slightest sound some years more than others? I guess I will leave that to the
experts. The good thing was that midway through the season, for the most part, they all
started holding longer and there is nothing more fun than walking up on that point or seeing
that bird flush right beside you. Remember this is the big woods, so that perfect shot rarely
comes, but when it does it is something you will never forget. For that not so perfect shot,
you will always remember when they flew right at you and knocked your hat off or brushed
your shoulder or you ducked trying to get out of the way and didn't shoot. Now that was
fun! Sometimes you strategize and plan on them going out that perfect shooting lane, you
have prepared yourself (so you think) and when it does fly, of course it goes completely the
other way. How big is their brain anyway? How do they fly one way with their head and
neck looking the other? That makes it sporting and of course gives the ammunition makers
something to smile about—oh, and maybe a conversation at the guide’s camp also. Ha !
We all love the flush and especially the shot, which of course does not always happen for
various reasons. When it does and you turn and look sheepishly at your guide and say “I
missed” and the guide is looking at you with a smile and says nothing while the dog has
taken off in the direction that the bird flew and 5 minutes later he comes back with your
bird ... SURPRISE, or when the dog is on point, the bird flushes and you miss but the dog
finds the bird again and you miss again and a little while later you hear the dog barking and
I know he has found it again and when you get there he is looking up in a tree at the bird
sitting on a limb... UNBELIEVEABLE! Maybe it’s when the bird flushes and you see
feathers fly, but even with the dog you do not find it. After you give up and move on, 300
yards later the guide hears a holler from his hunter “Willy has a bird” and it’s the bird you
shot at and thought it got away... AMAZING! Last fall these and many more stories happened to Willy and me and hopefully you and your dog if you had the chance to be out
there. I can’t wait for more great stories and memories this season. With such a mild winter,
we hope the spring is the same which will make for another fine season.
Bird hunting is a great sport for young, old, male or female and creates many memories
that you will never forget. Come and enjoy great hunting, meet new friends, create special
memories with great dogs and great guides here at Libby Camps. When it’s a slow day just
enjoy being in the great woods, the stories and fantastic food that Jess prepares at camp!
Lay back, relax and enjoy.
Terry Hunter

My Cabin at Caucomgomac

It's the first week in February. I'm sitting in my cabin at Caucomgomac, and there is a
powerful thunderstorm raging outside. Lightning is flashing, thunder booming, and the
rain is being lashed by high winds. I've weathered many a storm in northern Maine but
very few (one) in this month. The guides at Libby’s are ever mindful of possible bad
weather and how quickly it
changes. With no grand vistas to
catch sight of gathering storm
clouds, the guides I work with have
adapted other means they rely on to
warn them of impending foul
weather. Toby, with his knowledge
of wildlife, notices erratic bird
behavior. Scott, as a pilot, is alerted
by changes in the air currents. Rick
has, on more than one occasion,
called over to me about dropping
air pressure and to stick closer to
shore. I will notice how broad leafs
turn over and show their undersides. Chuck listens to a drunken
tree elf named Pickles only he can
see. Having been forced to hunker down during more than one lighting storm with Chuck,
I need to tell you that elf has saved my hide enough to heed his warnings. The metal plate
in Butterfield’s head will begin to tingle as a storm approaches.
Lightning storms are nothing to fool with, claiming the lives of countless sportsmen
each year. Some of these people were aware of the dangers but pushed their luck too far.
There are times on a pond or stream when the fishing improves dramatically just before a
storm hits. Your guide will want you to reel in and get to safety. These storms are usually
fast moving and you'll be casting again probably within the hour. I had an experience guiding three sports on a remote stream which illustrates this. The trout started hitting dry flies
with a frenzy. All of the guys had fish on and for a while they could do no wrong. I went
into the woods and found what I was looking for. Coming back out onto the water I yelled
to the sports to reel in and follow me. Well, that didn't go over well. As they argued about
why they had to leave such great fishing and if I was crazy, (no comments please), a loud
clap of thunder brought the discussion to a sudden end. Dropping the rods they raced
behind me to the spot I had scouted to crouch in. As the lightning flashed and thunder
boomed, the four of us huddled miserably in the little hollow. Yelling over the sound of the
rain, one of the men asked why I had picked this particular place. I reached down and
scooped up a handful of loose dirt and showed him. "Oh" he said "The loose dirt won’t
conduct electricity as well". No, I told him, loose dirt is easier to bury us in. Humor can
sometimes lighten the mood in stressful situation....but not always. Forty minutes later
they were all casting to trout again.
If you are unguided and cannot get to your vehicle or cabin when a storm hits, then take
a few precautions to lessen the chance of becoming a lightning strike victim. Take your rod
apart into two pieces and lay it on the ground. If you have a boat cushion or life jacket
squat on that with the balls of your feet in a low spot with no tall trees near you. This is
not a good time to relieve yourself unless you want to be moved up to the front row at the
church choir. If you need more clarification speak to Darren when you see him. I've heard
people talk of flipping over their canoe and laying under it. Don't do this. If a strike occurs
close to you the bolt can travel through the ground and electrocute you. Another myth we
hear is when you see a flash start counting until you hear the thunder clap. The problem
here is there probably is another storm cell you haven't noticed and it's a lot closer. If you
see a lightning flash stop the math and get to someplace safe. I'll wrap this up with my oft
repeated adage, "always listen to your guide."
Jeff Labree

Flying In and Flying Out
Another Libby’s Tradition!
I remember one of my first trips to Libby Camps
when I met Elsie in the dining hall before dinner and
had the privilege of her telling me about the two day
canoe trips into camp many years ago before roads
came to camp. While it sounded like quite the
adventure, it also sounded like a lot of work, paddling and poling a canoe freighted with supplies and
guests up the Aroostook River and Millinocket
Stream into camp. Once you got to camp, getting to
some of the many trophy fishing ponds required yet
again, another venture that could include both long
canoe trips and hikes. Fast forward to the road network developed by the logging industry which gave
us the luxury of driving to camp and getting us within hiking distance of many of the go-to fishing
waters.
Float Planes became an important part of the
Libby history with Allie Libby flying his J-3 Cub
and PA-11 into remote ponds throughout the area. In
1987, Matt P got his first plane and began flying
guests in and out of remote fishing locations, giving guests access to prime fishing waters
that otherwise would require very long hikes. In 2003, Matt J. acquired his commercial
pilot’s license and in 2009 began flying guests with Matt P.
Libby Pinnacle Air now offers flying service from several pick up locations into camp
but most importantly, will fly you to those remote fishing and hunting locations, drop you,
your guide and equipment off, and return at your desired
pick up time.
We are also a recognized seaplane base with not only
fuel, but as most of you know, fantastic food and lodging.
Our docks can accommodate as many as seven seaplanes
with room for many more on the beach, and last summer
we got to try that out with our first annual Seaplane FlyIn on July 5th. We hope to make it an annual tradition.
Scott Story

2nd Annual
Seaplane Fly
In and Libby
Luncheon
Open to the
public for
lunch

Sunday July 10th •
11:00 - 2:00
Bring your friends and
family for a delicious
home cooked lunch.
Enjoy the lake with some
canoeing, kayaking and
swimming. Watch the
planes, and enjoy the
company.

When to Come?!

That’s it! That’s the number one question
I’m asked by people I guide. My answer
never varies: “Anytime” is my answer. You
can usually find fish any time of the season.
Just be prepared for all the different types of
fly fishing.
Fly Fishing 101!
One thing you’ll see here at Libby’s, from
all the guides, is a willingness to show you
all they know about fly fishing: from how to
cast to how to release the fish and everything
in between. It’s not as easy as it looks but by
keeping it simple and fun, and I emphasize
fun, you’ll soon find yourself in a sport you can do the rest of your life. You’ll be outside
more, breathing that fresh air, and seeing things in nature that are extremely interesting.
Results!
How about in mid-May? That’s when Walt and Gwen Kimball came last year and in one
day landed 50-plus brookies, all on top. There weren’t a lot of big ones, they were 6” –
10”, but what fun!
How about the first week of June? Walt Granstra hit a hatch of B.W.O’s he won’t soon
forget. Fish to 16” were taken, and a lot of them.
How about the second week of June? Bob and Theresa Proctor had at least 2 days of
non-stop action on top, with some very nice fish landed, up to 18”.
And on and on it goes. Throughout the season the fish can be had, not always with a dry
fly on top, but if you’re willing to use a sinking line the trout can be caught.
My Best Advice!
Pick a time you want to come and hopefully the weather cooperates. People who have
come to Libby’s several times, and also at different times, can tell you how important good
fishing weather is to their trip. (Hint) Don’t forget rain gear.
“Tight Lines”
Rick

The Next Chapter

I have been so blessed in my life – I have a wonderful husband, great kids, practically
perfect grandkids, life is good! When we owned Libby Camps and Riverkeep Lodge (in
Labrador), we had some folks who came to the rescue when we needed the help desperately. Since that time, I’ve had it in my heart that I wanted to be able to return some of the
blessings bestowed on me, by volunteering my time. About a year ago I joined a ladies
group, and we help out at the homeless shelter, the soup kitchen and other opportunities as
they arise. It’s amazing how quickly word of our group got around and the needs that have
been presented to us – and that’s in a fairly small town.
My biggest volunteer job came in 2015 when I went to Alaska for Samaritan’s Purse,
helping with Operation Heal Our Patriots, a program for wounded vets and their spouses
to experience Alaska, but most importantly to work on enriching their marriages. I loved
every minute of it! My job was kitchen assistant; I washed lots and lots of dishes, cleaned
the dining room, and helped with food prep. Most of all, the job was to love on these couples, make them feel welcome and appreciated. The vets are so humble, and they put their
lives on the line for us! It wasn’t easy to be away for a month from all that is familiar to
me, but I made some forever friends, and the best part is that I am going for a month again
this year, and Matt is going too! He will guide, and I will do whatever they ask of me,
probably much like last year. We are super-excited about it; hope to be able to share our
stories with you sometime. Check it out at SamaritansPurse.org and search under ‘what we
do’ for OHOP. God bless you all!
Ellen

Three Stooges and a Bull Moose

The 2015 moose season at
Libby’s was unusual as we only
had one moose party. The lucky
permit holder was 10-year-old
Logan Ludington from NH.
Logan and his father Brud
would be joined by myself,
Matt J, Schmitty and cameraman Carter. Logan prepared for
the hunt with many trips to the
shooting range under the watchful eye of Schmitty.
Opening morning started out
very slowly and we were soon
onto plan C. As we walked in a
woods road I saw what I
thought was a cow moose
standing in the road 200 yards
away. We snuck towards the cow whenever it looked away in hopes that it had a bull with
it. At 100 yards, the moose started staring at us, so we lay down in the 2 foot tall grass.
Curiosity got the better of the moose and it started to move towards us 4-5 steps at a time.
At 50 yards I could see that the cow was actually a very old bull with just tiny nubs for
antlers. Logan was just behind me and I felt him grab my ankle and squeeze harder with
every step the bull took. When the bull paused at 12 feet, I realized the next time he
stopped would be right on top of me. When the bull started forward again, I pushed my
upper body off the
ground to stop him.
The bull ran in one
direction
and
Logan ran in the
other! That was an
experience
very
few people will
ever have the
chance to have.
We continued the
hunt, chasing some
fighting
bulls
around in a swamp
for a few hours and
then Logan passed
up a medium sized
bull on the way
back to the truck
for lunch.
We were all sitting in the shade
eating and trying to cool down when I got up to get something out of my truck. As I did,
I glanced up the road we had just walked out of. A nice bull stepped into the road and started walking up it. The chaos of the next 30 seconds reminded me of a Three Stooge’s movie
as everyone scrambled to find all their gear, guns and ammo! We quickly snuck down the
road to within 125 yards of the bull. Logan got set up on his shooting sticks and as the bull
turned broadside, he pulled the trigger. Once the smoke cleared, Logan was able to put a
tag on his first moose. Congratulations Logan!
Toby Montgomery

The Maine Outposts

Thanks for making 2015 a banner year for Libby Outposts. Ellen and I learned to adapt
to working closely with each other on new projects and learned to adapt to working completely on our own for weeks at a time when the other one was gone. Our goal is to take
our cabins to the next step adding more creature comforts, making them easier to heat and
listening to the customers’ wants and needs. Most of our customers think and act like these
cabins are theirs and for 1-4 weeks a year they are! We could not run these cabins in these
remote locations if it were not for the high caliber of our customers. Some days I have to
check the sign in log to see if someone actually was there since the cabin was left so clean.
Thank You All!
New improvements in ’15 went to the Aroostook River Camp with new beds and new
windows. A new front door will be installed as soon as the road clears. Clear Lake has new
furnishings, a new wood stove and will get a new dock this year. Chandler Pond West was
sold so we are working on Chandler Pond East with better access and new furnishings.
Brown Pond road was fixed up so we can drive to camp and it will have a new woodshed
this spring. Echo Lake is graced with a new insulated roof. Mooseleuk Lake is in the
process of having all new cupboards and tile kitchen floor, it looks wicked sharp. Lower
Hudson has new deck and steps and the materials for a new dock this summer. We also
have invested in new outboard motors for rentals. We also have another Satellite phone for
rent at reduced rates.
Our cabin rates remain the same this year. Looking back at old brochures today I see our
6 man rate is the same as it was in 1993. As cabin lease rates increase we add lease surcharges to that cabin to help defray those costs. Check us out on Facebook at Libby
Outposts or contact us on our web page, www.libbyoutposts.com, or by mail Matt & Ellen,
197 Haystack Rd., Castle
Hill, Me 04757 or by sat
phone 863-200-4374 or
walk down the beach from
the main dock at Libby’s to
see us.
MPL

Labrador
Quest
Kepimets Lake Lodge
continues to be a retirement project for Matt.
Once asked why he didn’t
sell it now that he is slowing down, Matt said, “My
kids once said, ‘Don’t ever
sell it Dad.’” The new lodge is 90% complete and the new sawmill is making life much
easier to do upgrades saving thousands on Otter flights (at $2600/trip). Another new
Honda outboard and better communications using Sat phones has made life a bit easier and
safer for the crew.
Trophy trout fishing was our reason for being in Labrador but the salmon fishing continues to outshine the trout again this year. Salmon sizes to 12 pounds on a dry keep on
coming to the boat. You have not lived until you catch a big salmon in fast water on an
Orvis Helios rod. Since we only take 4 men a week for a few short weeks, we better not
promote the fishing too much. This is truly God’s country and it is amazing in this day to
be fishing on unspoiled, unchanged, free running water.
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